
SCIENCE PAPERS ONLINE

The strength of Science and its online journal sites rests with the strengths of its community of authors, who provide
cutting-edge research, incisive scientific.

Work with code CDE Tool â€” Deploy and run your Linux programs on other machines without any
installation or configuration. Benchling â€” Life science data management and collaboration platform. Look
for the paper using the title or authors in a science database, like those listed below, in Table 2. Delve Health
â€” Comprehensive source of real-time intelligence focused on life science research industry. Mendeley â€” A
platform comprising a social network, reference manager, article visualization tools. PlumAnalytics â€” A
research altmetric service tracking more than 20 different types of artifacts. Scope[ edit ] Articles in scientific
journals can be used in research and higher education. Look for a free online version. Academic credentials for
promotion into academic ranks are established in large part by the number and impact of scientific articles
published. Outsourcing experiments ScienceExchange â€” Marketplace for shared lab instrumentations. It is
the presentation of scholarly scientific results in only an electronic non-paper form. Peer Evaluation â€” Open
repository for data, papers, media coupled with an open review and discussion platform. Search directly for
the homepage of the first or last author of the paper and see if he or she has a PDF of the paper on his or her
website. Read on for help finding the full paper. Synapse â€” Platform to support open, collaborative data
analysis for clear, reproducible science Electronic lab notebook Docollab â€” Helps you manage your
scientific research, collaborate with your colleagues and publish your findings. If you question the need for
such a database, consider this: Some studies, such as one claiming to have discovered a protein that mimics
insulin, have actually been cited more often after they were retracted than before. Issues of a scientific journal
are rarely read casually, as one would read a magazine. Data papers are articles dedicated to describe datasets.
Although scientific journals are superficially similar to professional magazines , they are actually quite
different. Under Connect with experts and researchers, you will find a set of tools that help researchers reach
out to other researcher and find expertise for new collaborations. Article visualization tools enhance your
reading experience, for instance, by helping you navigate from a paper to another. PaperHive â€” Simplifying
research communication and introducing new ways of collaboration through in-document discussions. Useful
Science â€” Summaries of the latest science useful in life. In some countries, journal rankings can be utilized
for funding decisions [2] and even evaluation of individual researchers, although they are poorly suited for that
purpose. GitHub â€” Online software project hosting using the Git revision control system. If there's enough
doubt, the study is retracted. Over a thousand, mostly ephemeral , were founded in the 18th century, and the
number has increased rapidly after that. This type of article is becoming popular and journals exclusively
dedicated to them have been established, e. Plotly â€” Online tool to graph and share data.


